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Our plan
Roads and Maritime Services exists to
make NSW a better place to live. A place
where people are connected to each other
and to economic opportunity. A place
known for its vibrant, liveable communities.
A place where people and goods can
move safely and efficiently on the road
and maritime networks.

We do this as part of the NSW Transport
cluster – planning, developing, investing in
and managing an integrated transport system.
Our investment in transport infrastructure
shapes the future of our cities, centres and
regions, as well as supporting continued
strong growth in NSW.

This document describes our corporate plan
from 2018 to 2021. It includes our six priorities,
as well as the initiatives we will deliver to
support these priorities. It reflects the kind of
organisation we want to be:
• Focussed on our core services
• Delivering what customers value in
the cities and in the regions
• A sophisticated manager of the road
and maritime networks
• Safe – safer communities and
a safer workplace
• Respectful of our community and
the environment
• Always delivering on our commitments
• Working together with industry to innovate
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We will remain focused on
the needs of our customers
Customer
groups
Characteristics

Regional
and freight
road users

Sydney
road users

Motorway
road users

Maritime
Regulated
network users parties

• Mix of
road types

• Frequent
congestion

• Pay for use

• Major
movements:
freight

• Strong public
transport
interface

• Mixed
recreational and
commercial uses

• Intercity and
interstate
connections

• Peak AM/PM
flows

• Lower
volume flows

• ‘Premium’
quality

• Multiple
regulatory
interfaces
• Mix of national
and state
legislation

• Very high
capacity

• Risk-based
compliance

• High population
density

• Industry level
playing field

• Peak
seasonal flows
• Long distance
travel
Needs

• Safety

• Safety

• Safety

• Safety

• Safety

• Road quality

• Reliability

• Access

• Access

• Equity

• Congestion relief

• Maintaining
throughput

• Access

• Growth and
infrastructure
pressures

• Environmental
protection

• Simplicity –
less red tape

• Productivity

• Journey time
benefits

Regulation, compliance, safety and asset protection
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Industry trends create
opportunities to improve what
we do for our customers
Government continuing
to put customers first

Innovation in transport
and mobility services

Opportunity – build more
granular measures of what
customers value, use these
to inform decisions

Opportunity – work with
industry, supporting
innovative services for
transport customers

Rising community
expectations

Growing infrastructure
investment

Opportunity – become
even more transparent and
reliable, demonstrating
respect for our community
and environment

Opportunity – deliver on
our investment program,
supporting a growing
population and a sustained,
strong NSW economy

Integration across the
transport cluster

A shift towards
commercial ownership
in the broader
infrastructure sector

Opportunity – align plans
across all parts of the NSW
Government Transport
cluster, work together to
provide seamless journeys
for customers across
transport modes
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Opportunity – take best
practice from commercial
owners of infrastructure,
in particular in efficient
asset management

New transport
technology

New industrial
technology

Opportunity – improve
the utilisation of existing
transport networks,
including through intelligent
transport systems

Opportunity – use new
technologies to make
our work safer and more
productive, use data for
informed asset management
and operations
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We have six strategic priorities
for 2018–21, enabled by our
people and technology
Roads and Maritime
customer groups

Regional and freight
road users

Who we deliver services to

Roads and Maritime
Core Services

Sydney
road users

Safe and reliable road and maritime journeys

What we deliver
to customers

Integration
Strategic Priorities

1

2

3

Increase
customer value

Get more out of
the network

Keep safety
at the heart

What we will commit
to doing over 2018–21

Enablers

Capable people. Great culture. Strong values.

How we will use supporting
capabilities to deliver
these priorities

Innovation in technology

Roads and Maritime Customer groups
Who we deliver services to

Regional and freight
road users

Roads and Maritime Core Services
What we deliver to customers

Safe and reliable road and maritime journeys

Sydney
road users

Motorway
road users

Maritime
network users

Regulated
parties

Access to road and maritime transport

Integration across the transport cluster
Strategic Priorities
What we will commit to doing over 2018–21

1
Increase
customer value

2
Get more out of
the network

3
Keep safety
at the heart

4
Respect our
community and
the environment

5
Deliver the
Government’s
program

6
Partner to
improve services

Capable people. Great culture. Strong values.
Technically excellent, ready for the future, diverse,
and reflective of the community we serve
Enablers
How we will use supporting capabilities to deliver these priorities
Innovation in technology
Supporting delivery of business plans
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Motorway
road users

Maritime
network users

Regulated
parties

Access to road and maritime transport

across the transport cluster

4

5

6

Respect our
community and
the environment

Deliver the
Government’s
program

Partner to
improve services

Technically excellent, ready for the future, diverse,
and reflective of the community we serve

Supporting delivery of business plans
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Strategic Priority 1:
Increase customer value
Delivering greater value to customers means better
journeys on road and maritime networks – smoother,
faster, more reliable
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Objectives
• Measure what customers value, make decisions accordingly
• Improve the quality of our core services
• Improve value for money

What we will do
Improve customer and
community insight

What it will result in
Develop a more informed view • More granular insight into
of what customers and the
customers’ use of our
community value across NSW,
services, satisfaction levels
acknowledging that different
and community needs
customers have different views
Use operational technology
and data to develop customer
and network insights

Prioritise for customer value

Embed measures of customer • Business KPIs and decision
value into our business KPIs
making processes more
and decision making processes
strongly linked to what
customers value
• Improved service quality –
for example:
–– Smoother, faster
and more reliable
journeys on road and
maritime networks
–– Simpler licence and
registration transactions

Improve value for money
though internal efficiency

Corporate Plan 2018–2021

Continue to increase efficiency • Reduced unit costs for
across all parts of Roads
service delivery
and Maritime
• Reduced ratio of corporate
overhead to service
delivery costs
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Strategic Priority 2:
Get more out of the network
Getting more out of the network means more people
and freight moved on our roads and waterways
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Objectives
• Become increasingly integrated across the Transport cluster to support
network operations
• Increase the utilisation of the existing road network
• Deliver works faster and more cost effectively

What we will do

What it will result in

Improve network data
and intelligence

Collect and aggregate more
data on customers’ use
of the network, use these
data to make informed
intervention decisions

Operate the network for
capacity utilisation

Use operational technology
• Increased capacity
and data to improve operation
utilisation
of road and maritime networks,
shape how users travel

Increase capital productivity

Work alongside our industry
partners to improve
delivery of capital works
and maintenance, increase
the use of productivity
enhancing technology

• Reduced delivery time
and unit costs for projects
and maintenance

Work closely with the
Transport Management
Centre (TMC) to improve
incident management

• Increased revenue to offset
costs and investments

Improve operational
responsiveness

• A greater understanding
of actual network
performance, more
targeted interventions to
improve performance

• Less disruption

Reform operational
management of the road
network in regional NSW
Commercially manage
existing assets
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Generate more revenue
from commercial users of
existing assets

• Faster and better responses
to incidents on the road and
maritime networks
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Strategic Priority 3:
Keep safety at the heart
Our safety commitment means a safer NSW –
for you, for your family and for your community
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Objectives
• Reduce incidents, injuries, and fatalities on the NSW road network and on our
waterways – “towards zero”
• Respond quickly to incidents and reduce delays
• Keep our people and our industry partners safe
• Monitor and enforce safe behaviour on the road network and waterways

What we will do
Run safer networks

What it will result in
Adopt safe systems, continue
to remedy road safety issues
across the NSW network;
progress our maritime
safety initiatives

• Fewer incidents, injuries
and fatalities on the NSW
road network and on our
waterways – “towards zero”

Work closely with our
partners in TfNSW, police
and regulatory authorities
Maintain a safe and
healthy workplace

Continue our commitment
to the health, well-being,
and safety of our people
and partners; foster a safety
conscious culture

Deliver safety in design

Continue to incorporate health • Whole-of-lifecycle
and safety early in planning,
safety improvements
design, construction and
for infrastructure that
maintenance
recognise the different
risks and needs across
Continue to ensure access to
the network
transport is granted to safe
vehicles, safe road users,
and safe waterway users
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• Fewer workplace injuries
and incidents – a workplace
where everyone goes home
safe and healthy every day
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Strategic Priority 4:
Respect our community
and the environment
Respect for our community means your priorities
will be heard and reflected in our plans
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Objectives
• Meet reasonable community expectations
• Enhance our reputation and trust in the community
• Reduce community complaints
• Deliver compliance at least cost

What we will do
Engage the community

What it will result in
Consult more broadly across
• Improved customer
the community – both regional
satisfaction
and urban
• Improved community
perception
Be more open, transparent,
and respectful of the diverse
needs of the communities
we affect

• Demonstrated consideration
for communities and
the environment

Reinforce the value of the
work we do
Implement reform of
property acquisition

Reflect the intent of recent
Government reform in
property acquisition
in our approach

• Transparent and
timely outcomes in
property acquisition

Partner with
local government

Work closely with councils
and local members

• Plans and programs that
reflect community priorities

Develop Roads and Maritime
plans that are informed by
and reflect local priorities
Minimise environmental
impacts

Corporate Plan 2018–2021

Balance the wider benefits
against local impacts

• Environmental standards
are met
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Strategic Priority 5:
Deliver the Government’s program
Delivering on our commitments means over
$16.1b of investment across NSW by 2021,
supporting sustained economic growth
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Objectives
• Support sustained economic growth in NSW
• Remain the trusted operator, investor, manager and regulator of NSW roads
and waterways
• Always deliver on commitments

What we will do

What it will result in

Deliver our program of
network investments

Deliver $16.1b in investment
• More capacity and options
to 2021, on the road network
for road users, in both
and in waterway infrastructure
Sydney and regional NSW,
and increased access to
NSW’s waterways

Deliver our regional
investment program

Continue to invest in roads,
bridges, and other related
infrastructure across
regional NSW

• Improved access to safer
roads in the regions,
including a completed
Pacific Highway
• Safer, more reliable
movement of freight

Improve the way we report
on our activities

Ensure delivery of
project commitments

Ensure we can always provide
an accurate, quick and
reliable view of the status of
our activities

• More automated and
reliable reporting

Set, track and ensure delivery
of targets for every project

• Better on time, on budget,
to benefits performance

Communicate the value
being delivered from projects
to stakeholders

• Better understanding in
the community of the value
being delivered

• Reduced volume of reports
• Reduced internal effort in
reporting and analysis

• Consistent application
of good project
management practice
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Strategic Priority 6:
Partner to improve services
Being integrated across the transport system
means improved services for customers, with more
seamless journeys across travel modes
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Objectives
• Work across the Transport cluster to ensure an integrated transport system
• Reduce the costs and improve the quality of our core services
• Everything is contestable – the delivery of all services must demonstrate value
for NSW taxpayers

What we will do

What it will result in

Increase integration across
the Transport cluster

Work together on realising the • Increasingly seamless
objectives of Future Transport;
integration across modes
increase integration with
• More efficient and
the Transport Management
responsive operational
Centre (TMC)
management of the road
and maritime network

Establish new ways
of partnering with
industry on construction
and maintenance

Continuously evaluate
and adopt new models
of delivering best value
construction and maintenance
services; review options for
reform of network operations
and service delivery in
regional NSW

• Improved quality and
timeliness of construction
and maintenance

Focus on our core role in
safety and asset protection;
agree responsibilities between
Roads and Maritime and
other regulators

• Outcome focussed,
risk‑based delivery of
regulatory programs

Evaluate options for
partnering more with
industry to improve services
in back-office functions,
including the introduction
of new technology

• Reduced processing times

Refine our role in
regulatory programs

Draw on industry
expertise to improve
back‑office functions
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• Reduced unit costs
• Reduce the cost
of procurement

• Consolidation of regulatory
programs and reduced
overlap with other parties

• Reduced unit costs
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At our foundation: Capable people.
Great culture. Strong values.
What we will do
Invest in our
people capability

What it will result in
Develop our people and
ensure their capabilities
meet the future needs of
Roads and Maritime

• A customer‑focussed,
commercially and
technology‑aware
workforce
• Continued technical
excellence

Establish more robust
workforce planning

Improve how we attract,
resource, mobilise, empower
and retain talent within
our workforce

• More Roads and
Maritime talent retained
and deployed to
priority activities
• A more capable and
engaged workforce

Support leadership
and change

Develop our internal leaders
to use data for informed
decisions, prioritise for
customer value, manage
change, and lead teams

• Roads and Maritime
leaders who effectively and
ethically lead their people,
being agile and responsive
to customer needs

Foster breadth of thought
through a diverse and
inclusive workforce

Continue to support and
retain women in leadership,
Aboriginal representation,
flexibility, expanding our
diversity networks and
partnering with stakeholder
groups and industry

• An engaged, diverse
workforce that is
representative of the
communities we work in
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At our foundation:
Innovation in technology
What we will do
Use operational
technology to improve
network outcomes

What it will result in
Further develop operational
technologies and intelligent
transport systems

• Improved network
efficiency and configuration
decision making
• Improved real time
network operations

Use technology to improve
business efficiency

Introduce IT that makes the
job easier, automating manual
processes and repeatable
tasks; remove bespoke
systems where not necessary

• Internal systems that
are more user-friendly,
adaptable and efficient

Improve information
coordination and governance

Improve how we collect,
manage and access data

• Easier management and
access to our information

Support the use of data to
improve business decisions

Continue to improve how
we use, analyse, and create
reports from our information;
implement data driven
technology solutions

• Faster, more
accurate reporting

Improve internal efficiency,
enable a greater range of
digital services, improve our
data exchange with industry
and partners

• More cost effective, more
reliable, and more user
friendly systems

Draw on industry expertise
to modernise

• Deployment of operating
technology to support
asset management

• Insight that supports
better decisions
• Increased openness
and transparency

• More efficient systems
supporting our
regulatory services

Implement security by design Build secure technology
• Increased security for
systems and processes which
Roads and Maritime
will protect Roads and Maritime
and our customers
and customer information
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